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Ford F-series Pickup Owner's Bible
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Get Fords complete story in Ford Tough: 100 Years of Ford Trucks and see why
they’ve dominated the truck market, selling 1.5 million trucks every year in the US
alone. In July 1917 Ford Motor Company introduced a one-ton chassis for
commercial trucks, marking what many historians feel was its official entry into the
dedicated truck business. Sure, after-market pickup beds could be added to a
Model T car to convert it to a pickup, but with the debut of the rugged Model TT
truck chassis, Ford was firmly in the truck market. Eight years later, Ford
introduced its first factory-produced pickup, a sturdy half-ton job the public loved.
During the century that has passed since that first Ford truck chassis, the F-series
has become the best-selling truck in the world, and the best-selling vehicle of any
type in America. Ford Tough: 100 Years of Ford Trucks tells the entire Ford truck
story from the very beginning, when Ford got its start in truck production. This
book provides the history of the wide array of models Ford has built over the past
century, including the Model A roadster pick-up, stylish 81C pickups, legendary
1948 F-1, Bronco, Courier, Ranchero, and Econoline.

Ward's Automotive Yearbook
Catalog of Copyright Entries
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With only mild tweeks and updates, the basic 1948 Ford truck design lasted
through the 1956 model year. Classic Ford F-Series Pickup Trucks 1948-1956
celebrates the glory of Ford's early F-Series trucks - all the pickups, sedan
deliveries, medium-duty trucks, over-the-road heavy-duty rigs, and rare Canadian
Mercury trucks that made the F-Series famous. Also highlighted are fabulous
customized trucks that have received hand-built modifications and personalized
features.

New Mexico Transporter
Ford F-100/F-150 Pickup 1953-1996
Motor's Truck Repair Manual
As Ford’s follow-up to the famous flathead, the Y-block was Ford’s first overheadvalve V-8 and it established an impressive high-performance legacy, winning many
races in NASCAR and setting records at the Bonneville Salt Flats. This venerable
Ford engine, which powers classic Thunderbirds, Crown Victorias, Edsels, and other
cars, is enjoying a performance renaissance. Many aftermarket parts, including
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heads, can turn a sedate Y-block into a powerhouse. The engine earned its name
from its deep-skirt block design that looked like a “Y.” This stout engine was
installed in millions of Ford cars from 1954 to 1962 and Ford trucks from 1952 to
1964. Author and Ford tech expert Charles Morris explains each critical aspect of
rebuilding a stock 239-, 256-, 272-, 292-, and 312-ci Y-block and building a
modified Y-block. He shows you how to identify components and conduct a
thorough inspection so you select a sound block, heads, intake, and other
components. He explains the specifics for obtaining high-quality machining work
and verifying clearances. In addition, he delves into the intricacies of each step of
the assembly process so you can rebuild a strong-running and reliable engine.
Most important, Morris details the steps to effectively remedy the Y-block oiling
problems. This is the book Ford Y-block owners and fans have been waiting for. It’s
an indispensible guide for performing a professional-caliber rebuild and buildup of
the Y-block.

Classic Ford F-Series Pickup Trucks, 1948-1956
The Driller
Full Size Fords: 1955-1970 is a fascinating retrospective of the cars - the design
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process, manufacturing, equipment packages, and a thorough listing of options,
interior patterns, and paint codes. All models from 1955 to 1970 that brought Ford
to dominance in the full-size category are revealed in compelling detail. The
introduction of the Galaxie, the development of the Skyliner retractable roof car,
the radical redesign of the 1960 models to counter Chevy's new sedan, and much
more is covered. Period magazine reviews provide insight and perspective of the
driving experience and performance of various full-size models. A fascinating
retrospective on Ford Y-Block engines as well as Ford FE engine family and the new
for 1970 Lima series engine is also provided. In addition, author David Temple
examines Ford's racing exploits, featuring the dual-quad 427 Cammer engine, the
Galaxie Grand National race car, and factory and lightweight drag cars.

How to Restore Your Ford Pick-Up
The best source for historical, technical, and rebuilding information available on
the popular Ford Y-Block. Detailed photographs and illustrations accompany the
easy to follow tear-down and assembly instructions. Includes full specifications,
parts numbers, service bulletins and more.

The Saturday Evening Post
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Vintage Ford Tractors
Ford Y-Block
Distribution Age
Petro/chem Engineer
A union list of serials commencing publication after Dec. 31, 1949.

Roads and Streets
Beginning with 1937, the April issue of each vol. is the Fleet reference annual.

Western Construction
Includes advertising matter.
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Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
How to Build Max-Performance Ford FE Engines
"Body & box; engine & electrics; paint, brightmetal, & glass; chassis & driveline;
step-by-step restoration guide for Ford trucks, 1946-1967"--Cover.

Annual Home, Hardware, Auto and Leisure
The Complete Book of Classic Ford F-Series Pickups
Sears
Go - Transport Times of the West
Annual Report
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Standard Catalog of American Light-duty Trucks
The Southern Lumberman
Michigan Manufacturer and Financial Record
Full-size Fords
Learn all there is to know about the most popular vehicles in history. Ford's Fseries pickups are simply the most popular vehicles ever. The F150 set a modernday single-month sales record for the industry with 126,905 trucks sold in July
2005, the most sales of any single nameplate in any month since the days of the
Ford Model T. The F-series has been the best-selling vehicle in the world for most
of the past forty years, and to date Ford has produced nearly fifty million models.
The Complete Book of Classic Ford F-Series Pickups covers all the classic models in
Ford's popular line of light-duty trucks, from the first F-1 pickup of 1948 through
1976.
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Michigan Trucking Today
This huge haul of truck history, facts, figures and fun from editor John Gunnell will
help collectors find vehicle ID numbers, engine data, updated pricing based on the
1-to-6 condition code and more!

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
Adult Catalog: Subjects
The Commercial Motor
A hands-on guide to getting the most from your F-series Pickup.

Automotive Industries
Catalog of Sears, Roebuck and Company
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Commercial Car Journal
Includes Part 1, Number 1 & 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and
Contributions to Periodicals (January - December)

Ford Y-Block Engines: How to Rebuild & Modify
Ford Tough
Cars & Parts
The Ford FE (Ford Edsel) engine is one of the most popular engines Ford ever
produced, and it powered most Ford and Mercury cars and trucks from the late
1950s to the mid-1970s. For many of the later years, FE engines were used
primarily in truck applications. However, the FE engine is experiencing a
renaissance; it is now popular in high-performance street, strip, muscle cars, and
even high-performance trucks. While high-performance build-up principles and
techniques are discussed for all engines, author Barry Rabotnick focuses on the
max-performance build-up for the most popular engines: the 390 and 428. With
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the high-performance revival for FE engines, a variety of builds are being
performed from stock blocks with mild head and cam work to complete
aftermarket engines with aluminum blocks, high-flow heads, and aggressive roller
cams. How to Build Max-Performance Ford FE Enginesshows you how to select the
ideal pistons, connecting rods, and crankshafts to achieve horsepower
requirements for all applications. The chapter on blocks discusses the strengths
and weaknesses of each particular block considered. The book also examines
head, valvetrain, and cam options that are best suited for individual performance
goals. Also covered are the best-flowing heads, rocker-arm options, lifters, and
pushrods. In addition, this volume covers port sizing, cam lift, and the best rockerarm geometry. The FE engines are an excellent platform for stroking, and this book
provides an insightful, easy-to-follow approach for selecting the right crank,
connecting rods, pistons, and making the necessary block modifications. This is the
book that Ford FE fans have been looking for.

New Serial Titles
A vivid visual record of America's most popular pickup trucks The most complete
history available of Ford's greatest pickup A comprehensive compilation of detailed
specifications and photos of over 50 years of Ford pickups A year-by-year review of
the Ford F-series pickups Detailed information on prices and options Examines in
detail both limited edition and mass-produced F-series pickups Loaded with photos,
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many in color. This book examines all aspects of the history of one of Ford Motor
Company's greatest successes, its F-series pickups. Complementing a detailed text
examining annual model changes, options, specifications and the unique appeal of
Ford's limited-edition and high-performance pickups are hundreds of illustrations,
many in color.

Michigan Roads and Construction
Provides a detailed history of one of the most famous makes of farm tractors,
along with fascinating photographs. Covers all American and European models
from 1917 on.

Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to
Periodicals
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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